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(57) Abstract: A medical database and system and method using same are provided. The medical database includes a data unit for
storing modules representing medical records of subjects. Each module includes a plurality of module elements each representing a
medically-relevant parameter of the subject with each element assigned a specific identifier in the module and a numerical value cor -
responding to the medically-relevant parameter.



MEDICAL DATABASE AND SYSTEM

FIELD AND BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a medical database representing the medical file

of a subject as a multi-element data module and to systems and methods of using same

to identify medically-relevant information (e.g. potential medication incompatibility) not

present in the medical file of the subject.

Prescription errors account for 70% of adverse medication errors [1], with in-

hospital prescription errors found in 8.9% of prescriptions [2] with similar numbers

found in an outpatient setting [3]. According to IMS Vector One pharmacy data,

prescribing errors occur in 7.6% of outpatient prescriptions, and 50% of the prescribing

errors are deemed dangerous. The annual cost of medication errors in the United States

is estimated at $21B [4]. According to recent studies "... the true number of premature

deaths associated with preventable harm to patients was estimated at more than 400,000

per year. Serious harm seems to be 10- to 20-fold more common than lethal harm" [5]. It

is now accepted that prescription errors depend on failures of individuals, but are

facilitated by failures in medical systems [1].

In recent years, emerging Electronic Medical Records (EMR) and Computerized

Physician Order Entry (CPOE) technologies have been entering the clinical arena. These

technologies significantly lower the incidence of prescription errors, by identifying

dosage errors, incompatible drug interactions and allergies [1, 6-8]. However, only 53%

of fatal medication orders are identified by implemented commercial computerized

physician order entry systems [9] . Moreover, the growing dependence on EMR systems

has led to an increase in human errors resulting in prescription mix-ups in which a drug

is prescribed to the wrong patient [10].

There is thus a need for a system which can identify medically-relevant

information, such as drug prescription compatibility, in a medical file of a subject and

thus prevent potential prescription errors in cases where such potential errors would

otherwise go undetected by present day systems.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a medical data

system comprising a data unit for storing modules representing medical records of

subjects, each module including a plurality of module elements each representing a

medically-relevant parameter of a subject, wherein each element is assigned a specific

identifier in the module and a numerical value corresponding to the medically-relevant

parameter.

According to further features in preferred embodiments of the invention

described below, the numerical value can be a Boolean, discrete or continuous numerical

value.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

discrete or continuous numerical value is normalized.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

medically-relevant parameter is selected from the groups consisting of a demographic

parameter, a physiological parameter, a drug prescription-related parameter, a disease

related parameter, and a treatment related parameter.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

medical data system further comprises an inference engine for comparing, based on the

identifiers, values of at least a portion of the elements of the module of the subject to a

plurality of modules of diagnosed/qualified subjects or to at least one model constructed

from statistical characteristics of historical data of diagnosed/qualified subjects to

thereby identify medically-relevant information not present in a medical file of the

subject.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

medically-relevant information is a probable drug prescription error.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

probable prescription error is based on frequency of prescription of the drug in

diagnosed subjects having module elements with values within a predetermined distance

from values of respective module elements of the subject.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

predetermined distance is determined by embedding the modules in a vector space

through a smooth mapping function and then measuring the distance between the



mapped points in that space using a metric induced by a properly defined norm in the

vector space.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

probable prescription error is based on binary classification based on the at least one

model.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

probable prescription error is based on continuous regression against the at least one

model.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

medical data system further comprises a user interface for displaying the medically-

relevant information to a physician.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

medical data system further comprises a learning engine for assimilating a response of

the physician to the information into the at least one model.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

module is arranged as a finite dimension vector having a preset length.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

vector represents a time-related pattern of demographic data, prescriptions, diagnoses,

hospitalizations, lab test results and/or medical procedures.

According to another aspect of the present invention there is provided a method

of representing medical data of a subject comprising processing medical records of the

subject to convert each medically-relevant parameter of a subject into module elements

and assembling a plurality of module elements into a module, wherein each element is

assigned a specific identifier in the module and a numerical value corresponding to the

medically-relevant parameter.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention there is provided a

method of identifying medically-relevant information not present in a medical file of a

subject comprising: (a) providing a module including a plurality of module elements

each representing a medically-relevant parameter of the subject, wherein each element is

assigned a specific identifier in the module and a numerical value corresponding to the

medically-relevant parameter; and (b) comparing, based on the identifiers, values of at



least a portion of the elements of the module of the subject to a plurality of modules of

diagnosed subjects or to at least one model constructed from statistical characteristics of

historical data of diagnosed subjects to thereby identify medically-relevant information

not present in a medical file of the subject.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

medically-relevant information is a probable drug prescription error.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

probable prescription error is based on frequency of prescription of the drug in

diagnosed subjects having module elements with values within a predetermined distance

from values of respective module elements of the subject.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

predetermined distance is determined by embedding the modules in a vector space

through a smooth mapping function and then measuring the distance between the

mapped points in that space using a metric induced by a properly defined norm in the

vector space.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

probable prescription error is based on binary classification based on the at least one

model.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

probable prescription error is based on continuous regression against the at least one

model.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

method further comprises displaying the medically-relevant information to a user.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

method further comprises assimilating a response of the user to the information into the

at least one model.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

module is arranged as a finite dimension vector having a preset length.

According to still further features in the described preferred embodiments the

vector represents a time-related pattern of demographic data, prescriptions, diagnoses,

hospitalizations, lab test results and/or medical procedures.



The present invention successfully addresses the shortcomings of the presently

known configurations by providing a medical database and system which can be used to

infer medically relevant information such as drug prescription errors from a patient's

medical file.

Unless otherwise defined, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the

same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this

invention belongs. Although methods and materials similar or equivalent to those

described herein can be used in the practice or testing of the present invention, suitable

methods and materials are described below. In case of conflict, the patent specification,

including definitions, will control. In addition, the materials, methods, and examples are

illustrative only and not intended to be limiting.

Implementation of the method and system of the present invention involves

performing or completing selected tasks or steps manually, automatically, or a

combination thereof. Moreover, according to actual instrumentation and equipment of

preferred embodiments of the method and system of the present invention, several

selected steps could be implemented by hardware or by software on any operating

system of any firmware or a combination thereof. For example, as hardware, selected

steps of the invention could be implemented as a chip or a circuit. As software, selected

steps of the invention could be implemented as a plurality of software instructions being

executed by a computer using any suitable operating system. In any case, selected steps

of the method and system of the invention could be described as being performed by a

data processor, such as a computing platform for executing a plurality of instructions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is herein described, by way of example only, with reference to the

accompanying drawings. With specific reference now to the drawings in detail, it is

stressed that the particulars shown are by way of example and for purposes of illustrative

discussion of the preferred embodiments of the present invention only, and are presented

in the cause of providing what is believed to be the most useful and readily understood

description of the principles and conceptual aspects of the invention. In this regard, no

attempt is made to show structural details of the invention in more detail than is

necessary for a fundamental understanding of the invention, the description taken with



the drawings making apparent to those skilled in the art how the several forms of the

invention may be embodied in practice.

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the present system.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating construction of a medical record data module

(vector) according to the teachings of the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a graph showing distribution of patients on or off statin treatment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention is of a medical database and of systems and methods for

generating and using the database to derive medically-relevant information not present

in a medical file of a subject. Specifically, the present invention can be used to provide

alerts with respect to drug prescription errors in cases where such potential errors would

otherwise go undetected by present day EMR systems.

The principles and operation of the present invention may be better understood

with reference to the drawings and accompanying descriptions.

Before explaining at least one embodiment of the invention in detail, it is to be

understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of

construction and the arrangement of the components set forth in the following

description or illustrated in the drawings. The invention is capable of other

embodiments or of being practiced or carried out in various ways. Also, it is to be

understood that the phraseology and terminology employed herein is for the purpose of

description and should not be regarded as limiting.

Electronic medical record (EMR) systems organize a patients medical record as a

knowledge-base file which correlates patient characteristics (medical profile) with

patient prescription logs and thus such systems enable identification of possible drug

prescriptions errors. For example, a prescription of a drug which cannot be used during

pregnancy can be flagged as an error in cases where a patient's file indicates pregnancy

while a prescription for a drug which has known drug interactions would be flagged as a

possible error in cases where the medical record of a patient indicates such possible

interactions.



In such simple cases an EMR system provides sufficient information to identify

potentially harmful prescriptions. However, since such systems only analyze a specific

patient file, they are limited to the information contained therein and thus cannot derive

medically-relevant information which can be extrapolated from the medical file of a

patient. Thus, while an expert physician can derive further (albeit limited) information

from a medical file of a patient based on experience and prior knowledge relating to

other patients, an EMR system is incapable of such functionality.

While reducing the present invention to practice, the present inventor devised a

medical record system which represents a medical file of a patient in a manner which

enables modeling and clustering of medical record data from a plurality of patients.

The present system utilizes the modeled/clustered medical data to perform real

time evaluation of specific medical parameters (e.g. prescribed drugs) against a patient's

individual profile (represented by multi-element data module, e.g. vector) in order to

identify potential problems such as prescription errors. Such problems can then be

communicated (e.g. as an alert of potentially harmful prescription errors) to a technician

or physician.

Since the present system enables extraction of medically-relevant information

not present in a patient's file, it can identify drug prescription errors as well as other

parameters that would not be available from EMR systems.

Thus, according to one aspect of the present invention there is provided a

medical data system for storing medical records of subjects. The medical data system of

the present invention enables modeling and clustering of medical data, as well as

analyzing subject-specific medical data with respect to modeled/clustered data.

Figure 1 illustrates the medical database system of the present invention which is

referred to herein as system 10.

System 10 includes a data unit 12 for storing modules 14 representing medical

records of subjects. Modules 14 are stored as records in a database such as a standard

relational database, as rows in a delimiter-separated text file, or in any such other data

storage format. Data unit 12 is stored on a user accessible storage medium

(magnetic/optical drive) of a computer platform such as a desktop, laptop, work station,

server and the like. The computing platform can be accessed locally or through a

communication network 16 through any computing devices 18 including stationary (e.g.



desktop computers) and mobile (e.g. smartphones, tablets etc) devices.

Each module 14 includes a plurality of module elements 20 each representing a

medically-relevant parameter of a subject. Each element 20 is assigned a specific

identifier 22 in the module and a numerical value 24 corresponding to the medically-

relevant parameter. The numerical value can be a Boolean, discrete or continuous

numerical value.

Examples of medically relevant parameters includes, but are not limited to, time-

related parameters such as time period of hospitalization, time period since last blood

test, (for example, results of blood levels of a drug who should be closely monitored,

such as INR monitoring for Warfarin, will more relevant if taken within the previous

week and irrelevant if taken a year ago), prescription related parameters such as drugs

prescribed (for example, if a drug and it's antidote are prescribed simultaneously, such as

Warfarin and Vitamin-K), physiological parameters such as age, weight, height, clinical

parameters such as diagnosed disorders, blood test results, chemistry, etc, a demographic

parameter such as gender for birth-control pills, a physiological parameter such as blood

pressure, heart rate and the like and a treatment related parameter (for example,

receiving treatment for hyperkalemia when the offending drug is still active).

Each parameter occupies a specific element of the module and is identified by a

specific location (numerical) or tag (code). In addition, as is mentioned above, each

parameter is assigned a value which can be Boolean (e.g. true or false with respect to

diagnosis, drug prescribed, past visit in a particular specialty clinic), discrete (e.g.

number of times a particular drug has been prescribed in the past, age in months) or

continuous (e.g. a clinical parameter such as blood count). The discrete or continuous

value assigned to each element can be normalized to lie within a predefined range or

have certain desirable statistical properties.

The system of the present invention can further include an inference engine for

comparing, based on the identifiers, values of at least a portion of the elements of a

module of a specific subject (patient) to a plurality of modules of diagnosed subjects in

order to derive medically relevant information that is not represented in the module of

the specific subject.

In such an approach, the module data of the specific subject is compared to data

clustered from the plurality of subjects in the database. For example, using a clustering



algorithm like K-means, the modules of a plurality of subjects in the database can be

divided into K clusters. For a given subject in the database, incomplete data about that

subject's medical status can then be probabilistically inferred by sampling the relevant

property from other subjects belonging to the same cluster as the subject, for which this

property is present in the records.

Alternatively, statistical characteristics of historical data of diagnosed subjects

can be used to construct a model using supervised learning algorithms for classification

or regression. The resulting model can then be applied to the module data of the specific

subject in order to obtain a prediction of the class that subject belongs to (in the case of

discrete classification, such as "has diagnosis X"), or a likely value for a given property

(the response variable in the case of a regression model, such as "probability to develop

diabetes in the next 5 years").

One preferred use of the present database and system is identifying drug

prescription errors.

In such cases, the module data is compared to the clustered or modeled data in

order to identify a probable prescription error based on frequency of prescription of the

drug in diagnosed subjects. Such identification can be based on:

(i) determining a distance between clustered values and values of respective

module elements of the specific subject

(ii) averaging the probability of drug D being given to subject S over all

subjects in the DB (rather than limiting to those closest to S), with averaging weight

inversely proportional to each subject's distance from S;

(iii) infer a probability for a discrete event, or a likely value for a continuous

variable, from the statistics of the relevant property among all members of the cluster S

belongs to;

(iv) train a classifier on the data, then apply it to S to get a prediction of its

class; and/or

(v) train a regression model on the data, then apply it to S to get a likely

value for the dependent variable of interest.

Approach (i) above is one presently preferred approach. When comparing a

module element value to clustered data, a predetermined distance is determined by

embedding the modules (of diagnosed subjects) in a vector space through a smooth



mapping function and then measuring the distance between the mapped points in that

space using a metric induced by a properly defined norm in the vector space.

Once the medically-relevant information is obtained from the comparison, it is

communicated to a user (physician or technician) via a display device.

The results can then be qualified by the user and feedback can be provided to the

system in order to improve accuracy. For example, in cases where the system flags a

prescription as being erroneous, a physician prescribing the drug can disregard the flag

and provide feedback that the prescription is correct. In such cases, the system can

update the module of the patient and also update the model/clustered data ( to induce

'learning') with respect to the specific drug prescribed. It will be appreciated that

provided enough input, the latter can increase the accuracy of the model or clustered

data with respect to specific elements (parameters) of the module over time.

The module of the present invention is preferably arranged as a finite dimension

vector having a preset length. The vector represents a time-related pattern of

demographic data, prescriptions, diagnoses, hospitalizations, lab test results and/or

medical procedures.

The system of the present invention can integrate with an EMR system to

electronically obtain historical patient records as well as any new information related to

the patient. The System can be used in a hospital setting, in a community settings, in a

pharmacy setting, in an insurance company setting, in a pharmacy or pharmacy benefits

manager (PBM) setting, or in a combination of the above.

The present system can evaluate, in real time, any prescription or medical order

entered by a physician using the EMR system and provide real time feedback with

respect to the prescription (e.g. flag probable prescription error) or order.

With respect to prescription errors, the present system can provide feedback

(error alerts) with respect to two different types of events: prescriptions that were

erroneous at the time of their entry; and prescriptions that were correct at the time of

entry, but have become erroneous due to new laboratory results or diagnoses which have

been entered into the EMR system and altered the patient's profile.

The present system is also particularly suitable for identifying several additional

scenarios related to medication errors, including:

i . Medication mix-up - the wrong medication is prescribed to a patient.



ii. Patient mix-up - the wrong patient is prescribed the medication.

iii. Drug dosage outliers

iv. Drug vs. laboratory test incompatibilities - prescribe medications which may be

hazardous due to laboratory test abnormalities (i.e. prescribe ACE inhibitors to a

patient with hyperkalemia)

v. Drug vs. diagnosis incompatibilities - prescribe medications which may be

hazardous due to a specific medical condition (i.e. provide anti-coagulants to a

patient with recent intra-cranial bleeding)

vi. Other, less obviously defined, drug vs. "patient profile" incompatibilities -

identify and warn about medications which are uncommonly used in the clinical

setting of the patient (i.e. the use of vasopressors for a patient with no clinical

justification according to vital signs, blood tests, chronic and acute diagnoses)

To identify such errors, the present system uses a multi-layered approach for

analysis of a patient cohort data, employing the following procedures (described in detail

below):

i . Calculate prescription statistics per generic drug at different ATC (Anatomical

Therapeutic Chemical classification system) levels.

ii. Calculate prescription statistics per prescribing physician

iii. Calculate prescription statistics per unit (i.e. hospital department)

iv. Check a distinct set of rules for identifying drug-patient incompatibilities

v. Use clustering algorithms to cluster patient data (vector data) according to their

clinical/laboratory/pharmaceutical data and evaluate if a prescription is an outlier

vi. Use machine learning algorithms to train and fine tune a drug compatibility

model according to the prescribing physician, nurse or pharmacist response to the

alert.

Although the present system is particularly useful in identifying medication

related errors it can also be used to provide the following:

(i) probable diagnoses for a subject at a given point in time;

(ii) suggestions for a specific test to be performed;

(iii) suggestions for a specific drug to be prescribed;

(iv) suggestions for alternatives to subject's currently prescribed medications;



(v) probability of subject developing a specific condition within a given time

frame; and/or

(vi) a likely stage of a condition in subjects having a gradually developing

condition.

The following describes the invention in more detail starting with the patient

module (vector).

Module

The module is constructed from a snapshot of a subject's health record at a given

point in time. The health record data is processed and a formal representation of the data

as a numerical vector of fixed length - R = (fl,f2,f3,...,fN) is generated.

Each element of this vector is a "feature" of the patient's representation at the

given point in time.

The vector generation process has 3 main stages: data extraction, data encoding,

and feature calculation:

a . In the data extraction stage, textual data in the medical record is represented

using predefined codes. For example, a diagnosis of "Subtrochanteric fracture of

femur" can be transformed to its ICD10 code S72.2. Natural Language

Processing (NLP) techniques can be used to identify words and phrases within

free text stored in the EMR, from which diagnoses and other informative data

elements can be thus extracted.

b. In the data encoding stage, the extracted data is transformed into purely

numerical form. For example, in the previous example, the ICD10 code S72.2

can be transformed to an index 38172 using an enumeration table of all ICD10

codes.

c . In the feature calculation stage, predefined elements of the representation are

calculated based on the numerical representation of the data extracted from the

patient record. The final representation of the patient record is an ordered set of

all the features calculated at this stage. This is best explained using some

examples:

i . Feature number 16 in the representation may contain the average number of

hospitalizations the patient had in the year prior to the current



prescription date. To calculate that feature, the System would go over the

hospitalization table, and sum the number of entries whose dates are

within the relevant range.

ii. Features 152-3151 may contain indicator variables for 3000 major diagnoses at

any time in history. Each of these would be 1 if the patient has ever been

diagnosed with the respective diagnosis and 0 otherwise.

iii. Features 3152-6151 may contain indicator variables for the occurrence of the

same diagnoses during the last 3 months.

iv. Feature 7329 may contain the total number of times the patient has been

prescribed a drug classified as an NSAID (ATC code M01A) during the last month.

Figure 2 illustrates construction of such a vector in accordance with the teachings

of the present invention.

At stage 1, updated patient information is received and data is extracted from

textual fields. At stage 5, the data are transformed into predefined codes. In stage 10, the

latest patient record modification time - t ast - is updated to hold the current time, and the

previous modification time - tprev - is recorded. At stage 20, features corresponding to

basic demographic data are updated. For example, if the patient has become pregnant

since the previous record update, field 5, corresponding to "is pregnant" would be

changed from value 0 to 1. At stage 30, current drug prescriptions are updated. For

example, if the patient has come off drug A and was prescribed drug B, the field

corresponding to "active prescription of drug A" would be assigned value 0, and the one

corresponding to "active prescription of drug B" would be assigned value 1. At stage 40,

past drug prescriptions are updated - the fields corresponding to all currently active

prescriptions, within the vector of past prescriptions, are assigned value 1. At stage 50,

the vector of chronic diagnoses is updated. For example, if the patient was diagnosed

with ICD9 code 250.00 ("diabetes mellitus type II, without complications"), the field

corresponding to that diagnosis code would be assigned value 1. At stage 60, the vector

of current diagnoses (chronic or acute) is similarly updated. At stage 70, the vector of

latest lab test results is similarly updated. At stage 80, a vector describing past

prescription dynamics is updated. In an example previously given, the average number

of prescriptions is used to demonstrate how a certain aspect of prescription dynamics can

be recorded. Here a slightly different approach is demonstrated, using exponential



moving averages (EMAs) to achieve a similar goal. To this end, a number β1 is fixed

between 0 and 1. For each drug i in the drug catalog, a number ui representing the EMA

of drug i with smoothing factor β1 is kept and updated. At each update, the time

difference (At) is calculated from the last update as follows: At=tia t-tp e . The number

u is then multiplied by factor f drug i is currently prescribed, u is further

incremented by ( ΐ -β ΐ ^). The exponential smoothing factor β ΐ controls the "memory

length" of the feature ¾ - smaller values of β ΐ would result in "less memory", resulting

in a number which is affected mainly by recent prescription changes. Larger values

would result in a number which is also affected by changes occurring in the more distant

past. By using several different smoothing factors, complex dynamic patterns can be

recorded using a small number of features. Hence, at stage 90, a similar process is

repeated using additional smoothing factors β2, ..., βη. At stage 100, a similar process

is used to update diagnosis dynamics with multiple smoothing factors β ΐ , ..., βη. At

stage 110, a similar process is used to update lab result dynamics with multiple

smoothing factors β ΐ , ..., βη. Similar means can be used to update additional feature

vectors until finally, at stage 200, all of the updated vectors, each having a predefined

length, are combined at a predefined order to obtain a single vector of predefined length

holding the updated representation.

Database

The database component of the present system includes data from the EMR

(historical and current) which is needed for analysis, as well as binary code of the

representation modules and class objects serialization as detailed herein. The database is

relational and accessed via standard SQL (an NoSQL database or a flat file storage

database can also be used).

The following describes one possible embodiment of the database and its subsets.

The database subsets can include additional tables or additional data fields can be added

to any of the existing tables.

Patient database

i . Patient information, including demographics

ii. Diagnosis, including all diagnoses, chronic or acute, obtained from the family



physician or during hospital admission/discharge, as well as surgical procedures,

coded by ICD-9 and/or ICD-10 codes

iii. Blood tests, including complete blood count, chemistry and electrolytes,

hormonal/vitamin levels, coagulation factors, cultures and blood gasses

iv. Parameters obtained by nursing staff, including heart rate, blood pressure,

saturation, weight, glucose etc.

v. Hospitalization and outpatient clinic data, including admission/release dates,

urgent/planned, hospital and unit/clinic

vi. Chronic medication data, including details of chronic medications taken by

patients prior to hospital admission

vii. Historical prescriptions data, including drug, dose, rout of administration,

start/end date of prescription, Drug Daily Dose (DDD), prescribing physician etc.

viii. Alert response details, including details of the physician response to each of the

alerts the System generated.

Administrative database

Includes tables which are used for analysis but are not patient-specific.

i . Drug list, including available drugs in the medical facility, their ATC coding,

generic form, administration rout etc.

ii. ICD-9 and ICD-10 coding hierarchy

iii. Institutional units' details (i.e. departments, outpatient clinics etc).

Patient object database

Modules containing the mathematical representation of the patients records (in

vector format) will be stored as blobs (binary large objects). The patient object database

contains serialized representations of patient Objects'. When the data pertaining to a

specific patient needs to be online, the corresponding serialized object will be loaded

into memory, and will be available for update and analysis of prescriptions. In a hospital

setting, the object will be loaded when the patient registers at the ER, is admitted or

arrives at the outpatient clinic. In a community setting, the object will be loaded when

the patient is scheduled to visit the family physician, nurse or consultant. When new data

regarding the patient is received (i.e. new blood tests) the patient object will be loaded,



updated, prescription errors will be generated (if needed) and the object will be

subsequently serialized and saved back in the database.

Statistical database

The statistical database contains statistical data, including prescription statistics

per physician, unit or hospital, associations between drug pairs, associations between

diagnosis pairs, associations between drugs and diagnoses, and blood test value

distribution per medication and per diagnosis. It also includes prescription distribution,

including details of each medication distribution of a specific hospital prescription and

an indication whether the patient actually received the drug (i.e. if a prescription was

given for IV. Ceftriaxone l g Xl/D for one week, a record will be constructed for each of

the 7 times the medication should be distributed and an indication will be made for each

one if the patient actually received the drug by the nurse at that time).

Rule-based Inference Engine

The rule-based inference engine applies a set of inference rules to the

combination of patient profile and prescription data, to identify certain classes of high-

risk mistakes. The general form of an inference rule is

IF (X(patient) AND Y(drug)) THEN issue alert S

In this formulation, X and Y are Boolean functions on the space of patient

profiles and generic drug names, respectively, whereas S is some alert string.

This can be exemplified by the following simple rule specification:

X(patient) ≡ { 1 if patient's blood sugar level < 70 mg/dL; 0 otherwise}; Y(drug) ≡ { 1 if

drug is insulin; 0 otherwise} ; S ≡ "Giving insulin to a patient with hypoglycemia"

Clearly, the very simple example above can be generalized in order to cover

patient conditions which are defined in a much more complex manner. In particular, the

Boolean function describing the patient condition does not necessarily have to be

defined by a human expert. Instead, it can, for example, signify that the patient was

assigned a certain label by another algorithm. This can be useful in combination with,

e.g., clustering algorithms that can implicitly identify certain hard-to-define conditions

even in the absence of an explicit diagnosis in the patient's health record (detailed

description provided below under "Machine Learning Inference Engine").



Following is a list of some useful rules that can be used to identify common life-

threatening errors:

Drug - lab tests incompatibility rules

i . Anti diabetic drug to a patient with hypoglycemia

ii. Potassium/ACE-I/ARB/potassium sparing diuretics to a patient with

hyperkalemia

iii. Hypertonic saline to a patient without hyponatremia

iv. NSAIDs to a patient with renal failure

v. Anti thrombotics to a patient with thrombocytopenia

vi. Opiates to a patient with hypercarbia

vii. HGM-CoA reductase inhibitors/Amiodarone to a patient with elevated liver

enzymes

viii. Anti coagulants to a patient with highly elevated INR

Drug - diagnosis incompatibility rules

Drug - diagnosis incompatibilities may be inferred when an explicit diagnosis is

documented in the patient's health record. However, as mentioned above, such

incompatibility may be inferred even in the absence of an explicit diagnosis, relying

instead on an algorithm for producing a probabilistic diagnosis. For example, the

Machine Learning Inference Engine of the present system can tag a patient as having a

high probability for being diagnosed with diabetes given high blood glucose levels, or

recorded visits to a diabetes clinic.

Examples of drug-diagnosis incompatibility rules are:

i . Anti diabetic drug to a patient without diabetes

ii. Anti neoplastic to a patient with no malignancy

iii. Anti coagulation with no indication

iv. Anti thrombotics to a patient with high risk of bleeding

Statistical Inference Engine

The Statistical Inference Engine infers likely drug incompatibilities from basic

statistical properties. Examples of such inferences include:

i . Rarely prescribed drugs - a prescription for a drug which is very rarely prescribed



is likely to result from an error. This simplest statistical inference rule can be

customized to specific scenarios, measuring prescription frequency within a

given organization, in a specific ward, or by a specific physician

ii. Specificity-based compatibility scoring - calculate for each drug family (ATC

level 4) and diagnosis family (ICD level 3) the following:

Pdrug the frequency of prescriptions involving drugs from this family;

Pdiagnosis the frequency of patients with this diagnosis family; and

Pdiagnosis+drug the frequency of a patient having this diagnosis and drug combination.

For each drug-diagnosis combination, calculate the specificity score:

S(drug, diagnosis) = log(pdiagnosis+drug / (pdrug · pdiagnosis))

Given a specific prescription for DRUG and the set of the patient's diagnoses, issue an

alert if (i) S(DRUG, diagnosis) < 1 for all of the patient's diagnoses; AND (ii) there is at

least one diagnosis family DIAG in the diagnoses database for which S(DRUG, DIAG) >

1 .

Machine Learning Inference Engine

The Machine Learning (ML) Inference Engine uses data-driven classification

and regression techniques in order to identify cases where a prescription is likely to be

erroneous. Some basic principles are common to the different algorithms that are used

within the ML Engine in the current invention, and to other algorithms that can be used

in subsequent implementations of the present invention:

1. Historical data from the health records of many patients is used as a training set for

the algorithms, serving as the basis on which the predictive model is tuned and

appropriate model parameter values are obtained.

2 . Unsupervised Learning techniques are used to identify patterns within the historical

data corpus, supporting the identification of future prescriptions as conforming to

the normal pattern of being outliers.

3 . The feedback of physicians, nurses, and other users of the System to the alerts

presented to them forms labeled examples for Supervised Learning algorithms,

allowing the System to more accurately tune its predictive algorithms and in



particular to adjust the sensitivity threshold of its alerts to specific users.

The following exemplifies each of the above principles:

Metric analysis for outlier detection

The numerical representation of a patient's health record can be regarded as a

point in a multi-dimensional vector space (with the dimension being equal to the number

of features in the representation). Given a metric (a "distance function") in this space,

outlier detection within this metric space can point out potentially erroneous

prescriptions. Given a patient with representation vector/?, who is receiving prescription

p , this approach is based on measuring the frequency of the prescription p among

patients whose representation is close to R .

Such an approach can be effected as follows:

i . Fix some natural number N (e.g. 50), and a threshold Θ (O<0<1). The values of

these parameters can be optimized based on local search in parameter space. Find the N

patients whose representations are closest to R among those who have received

prescription p , and calculate the average distance d between R and the representations of

these patients. Also calculate the average distance D between R and its N nearest

neighbors. Issue an alert if d > Ό ·θ .

ii. Fix some natural number N (e.g. 1000), and two thresholds Θ1 and Θ2 . Calculate

the frequency /of prescription p among the N patients whose representations are closest

to R . Also calculate the mean µ and standard deviation σ of the frequency of prescription

p within random draws of N patients from the population. Issue an alert if ((σ < Θ1)

Α Ν ( "-µ > σ·02)).

Using Clustering algorithms for outliers' detection

One can apply clustering algorithms such as KNN ("K Nearest Neighbors") or

K-Means in order to classify all the patients into a relatively small number of clusters.

Intuitively, these clusters would represent groups of patients with similar conditions. For

example, most patients with type-2 diabetes are likely to form a cluster due to proximity

in the values of features related to blood-glucose test results, diabetes clinic visits, BMI,

etc.

Once clustering has been performed, the cluster IDs of a patient can be used



guide outlier detection. If, for example, a given drug is rarely prescribed in all of the

clusters a patient participates in, then its prescription to that patient is more likely to be

an error.

Alert fine-tuning using supervised learning techniques

Historical data about prescriptions in general does not contain "labeling" of

whether a particular prescription was adequate or erroneous, and is thus ill- suited for

application of supervised learning algorithms.

The situation is different with respect to the smaller set of prescriptions for which

alerts have been issued. For these prescriptions, Physician/Nurse responses to the alert

can indeed serve as reliable indicators for prescription adequacy. The present system

employs a second algorithmic layer of supervised learning, which utilizes user feedback

to fine- tune the alerts and personalize them.

In the following example, a "labeled sample" is a triplet <R,p,l>, where R is a

patient representation at some point in time; p is a prescription given to the patient at that

time, which resulted in an alert by the present system; and / is a binary label: 0 if the

alert was rejected and 1 if it was accepted.

By training a classification algorithm on the set of labeled samples, one can

improve the accuracy of the underlying alerts, identifying prescriptions which are

misclassified by the rule-based, statistical, or outlier-detection methods and should be

suppressed. For example, the labeled data set can be used to train a Support Vector

Machine (SVM) to discriminate between true and force alert. By splitting the labeled

data into a training set and a test set, the performance of the SVM can be cross-validated,

and its parameters can be adjusted in order to reach an appropriate precision-recall

tradeoff. Such tuning is important in order to balance the desire to identify as many

errors as possible with the need to reduce the false alarm rate in order to avoid the

phenomenon known as 'alert fatigue' among users who are exposed to too many false

alarms.

In addition to improving the overall performance of the system, the supervised

learning stage can also be used to personalize the alerts to usage patterns of different

users. A "context variable" C can be added to the labeled sample: <R,p,C,l> to identify

the prescribing physician, the prescribing physician's specialty, the ward or clinic type if



appropriate, etc. By taking the context into account in the classification process, the

classification algorithm can make different decisions based not only on the patient

condition but also on the context.

For example, consider an oncologist who regularly prescribes chemotherapy. In

some cases, the chemotherapy prescription can occur when there are still few indications

of malignancy, if any, in the patient's medical record. For another physician, such a

prescription would likely result in an alert, but in the case of the oncologist it would not

be regarded as exceptional, unless some other factors give such indication (e.g., it's a

drug never before prescribed by this physician). Similarly, a context variable may

represent different priorities and guidelines that have been set by specific wards and

organizations. It is easy to see how other classification algorithms, such as, e.g.,

Decision Trees or Linear Discriminant Analysis can be used in the above instead of

SVM.

I/O Interfaces

The present system can be based on a web server technology. In such an

embodiment, the interface with EMR and CPOE systems is based on messages being

sent back and forth between these three systems, issuing and responding to data queries.

For the sake of simplicity, the following example does not make a distinction between

the CPOE system and the EMR system, and considers the former as a component within

the latter.

The present system is kept updated with regards to details of patients whose

prescriptions need analysis by querying the EMR system or receiving 'push' updates

from it once a field is updated. Examples of data used by the System include:

i . Patient demographics

ii. Hospitalization records

iii. Outpatient clinics records

iv. Diagnosis (past, chronic and acute)

v. Blood tests history

vi. Chronic medications

vii. Medication prescription history

viii. Vital signs history



The messages sent from the EMR to the present system contain medication

prescriptions for analysis, patient specific data, administrative data as well as indicators

of events, such as, for example, the registration of a patient in the emergency room,

hospital department or outpatient clinic.

Events sent from the EMR to the present system are used to signal that specific

data will be needed soon and therefore the present system is required to obtain/load it.

Examples of such events are:

i . Incoming patient (hospital admission, outpatient clinic etc.) - need to load and

update patient details

ii. Outgoing patient (hospital discharge, left the outpatient clinic etc.) - need to save

and unload patient data objects

iii. User entrance to prescription subsystem in EMR - need to update all patient

specific data for analysis of incoming prescriptions

iv. Request for prescription error and respond report - need to create a report

containing all identified errors within a time range and the user response to these

errors (i.e. accept or decline)

v. Incoming blood test or other laboratory results - contains all relevant blood test

results just received by the EMR and sent to the System for re-analysis of active

prescriptions

Messages sent from the System to the EMR contain requests for

patient/administrative data and medication error alerts. Data requests from the System to

the EMR include requests which are a response to an incoming event (for example: "get

patient details" soon after receiving an event which indicated that a patient was admitted

to the hospital), or requests with a chronological basis (for example: "get vital signs", by

which the System updates itself on up-to-date vital signs obtained for all "active"

patients).

Examples of data requests include:

i . Get patient details - for a list of patients for a specific time range

ii. Get vital signs - for a list of patients for a specific time range

iii. Get in/out-patient visits - for a specific patient for a specific time range

iv. Get blood tests - for a list of patients for a specific time range

v. Get diagnosis - for a list of patients



vi. Get drug allergies - for a list of patients

vii. Get chronic/active medications - for a list of patients

viii. Get institution drug list

ix. Get institution department/unit/outpatient list

x . Get institution user list (physician/nurses and pharmacists)

Alerts may be issued at the time of the prescription, and/or at a later stage, when

new blood tests/diagnosis are noted and the medication is still active (mainly, drug-

blood test incompatibilities and drug-diagnosis incompatibilities).

The communication flow between the System and the EMR with regards to

prescription analysis and alert can be as follows:

i . From EMR to System: prescription details

ii. From System to EMR: alert message (if appropriate)

iii. From EMR to System: user response to alert (accept or decline)

Additional objects, advantages, and novel features of the present invention will

become apparent to one ordinarily skilled in the art upon examination of the following

examples, which are not intended to be limiting.

EXAMPLES

Reference is now made to the following example, which together with the above

descriptions, illustrate the invention in a non limiting fashion.

Identifying a drug prescription error using a data-driven approach

A simplified example with a single drug family and a two-dimensional patient

representation is used to illustrate the present data-driven approach for identifying

probable prescription errors. The drug family in question is statins (ATC code CIOAA),

and the two features chosen to describe patients are their age, and their latest GPT liver

enzyme test result.

Figure 3 illustrates distributions of patients receiving statins (black dots) and not

receiving statins (gray dots) along the two dimensions of the chosen representation.

Points corresponding to the representations of 100,000 patients from each of the two

groups are plotted. The cross-shaped points represent patients who were prescribed

statins, for whom the prescription was identified as a likely error.



The algorithm of the present invention was used to identify these probable errors

as follows:

a . Normalize the scales of the two dimensions, dividing each by the standard

deviation of the sample along that dimension;

b. For each point p representing a patient who was prescribed statins, find the k

nearest points ql, q2, qk corresponding to other patients prescribed with statins, with

distance measured in the metric induced by the Leo norm, i.e., the maximum distance

along all coordinates;

c . Calculate the k distances dl, d2, dk between p and each of pi, pk;

d . Calculate the average, Dp, of (dl, ... dk);

e . Calculate the mean, M, and the standard deviation, s, of Dp, for all points p

representing patients prescribes with statins; and

f . Identify as a potential prescription error any patient for whom D is in the top

1/2000 of the range of D values.

It is appreciated that certain features of the invention, which are, for clarity,

described in the context of separate embodiments, may also be provided in combination

in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features of the invention, which are, for

brevity, described in the context of a single embodiment, may also be provided

separately or in any suitable subcombination.

Although the invention has been described in conjunction with specific

embodiments thereof, it is evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations

will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, it is intended to embrace all

such alternatives, modifications and variations that fall within the spirit and broad scope

of the appended claims. All publications, patents and patent applications mentioned in

this specification are herein incorporated in their entirety by reference into the

specification, to the same extent as if each individual publication, patent or patent

application was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated herein by

reference. In addition, citation or identification of any reference in this application shall

not be construed as an admission that such reference is available as prior art to the

present invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A medical data system comprising a data unit for storing modules

representing medical records of subjects, each module including a plurality of module

elements each representing a medically-relevant parameter of a subject, wherein each

element is assigned a specific identifier in said module and a numerical value

corresponding to said medically-relevant parameter.

2 . The medical data system of claim 1, wherein said numerical value can be

a Boolean, discrete or continuous numerical value.

3 . The medical data system of claim 1, wherein said discrete or continuous

numerical value is normalized.

4 . The medical data system of claim 1, wherein said medically-relevant

parameter is selected from the groups consisting of a demographic parameter, a

physiological parameter, a drug prescription-related parameter, a disease related

parameter, and a treatment related parameter.

5 . The medical data system of claim 1, further comprising an inference

engine for comparing, based on said identifiers, values of at least a portion of said

elements of said module of said subject to a plurality of modules of diagnosed subjects

or to at least one model constructed from statistical characteristics of historical data of

diagnosed subjects to thereby identify medically-relevant information not present in a

medical file of said subject.

6 . The medical data system of claim 5, wherein said medically-relevant

information is a probable drug prescription error.

7 . The medical data system of claim 6, wherein said probable prescription

error is based on frequency of prescription of said drug in diagnosed subjects having



module elements with values within a predetermined distance from values of respective

module elements of said subject.

8. The medical data system of claim 7, wherein said predetermined distance

is determined by embedding said modules in a vector space through a smooth mapping

function and then measuring the distance between the mapped points in that space using

a metric induced by a properly defined norm in said vector space.

9 . The medical data system of claim 6, wherein said probable prescription

error is based on binary classification based on said at least one model.

10. The medical data system of claim 6, wherein said probable prescription

error is based on continuous regression against said at least one model.

11. The medical data system of claim 5, further comprising a user interface

for displaying said medically-relevant information to a physician.

12. The medical data system of claim 10, further comprising a learning

engine for assimilating a response of said physician to said information into said at least

one model.

13. The medical data system of claim 1, wherein said module is arranged as a

finite dimension vector having a preset length.

14. The medical data system of claim 12, wherein said vector represents a time-

related pattern of demographic data, prescriptions, diagnoses, hospitalizations, lab test

results and/or medical procedures.

15. A method of representing medical data of a subject comprising

processing medical records of the subject to convert each medically-relevant parameter

of a subject into module elements and assembling a plurality of module elements into a



module, wherein each element is assigned a specific identifier in said module and a

numerical value corresponding to said medically-relevant parameter.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein said numerical value can be a Boolean,

discrete or continuous numerical value.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein said discrete or continuous numerical

value is normalized.

18. The method of claim 15, wherein said medically-relevant parameter is

selected from the groups consisting of a demographic parameter, a physiological

parameter, a drug prescription-related parameter, a disease related parameter, and a

treatment related parameter.

19. A method of identifying medically-relevant information not present in a

medical file of a subject comprising:

(a) providing a module including a plurality of module elements each representing a

medically-relevant parameter of the subject, wherein each element is assigned a specific

identifier in said module and a numerical value corresponding to said medically-relevant

parameter; and

(b) comparing, based on said identifiers, values of at least a portion of said elements

of said module of the subject to a plurality of modules of diagnosed subjects or to at

least one model constructed from statistical characteristics of historical data of

diagnosed subjects to thereby identify medically-relevant information not present in a

medical file of the subject.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein said medically-relevant information is a

probable drug prescription error.

21. The method of claim 19, wherein said probable prescription error is based

on frequency of prescription of said drug in subjects having module elements with



values within a predetermined distance from values of respective module elements of the

subject.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein said predetermined distance is

determined by embedding said modules in a vector space through a smooth mapping

function and then measuring the distance between the mapped points in that space using

a metric induced by a properly defined norm in said vector space.

23. The method of claim 19, wherein said probable prescription error is based

on binary classification based on said at least one model.

24. The method of claim 19, wherein said probable prescription error is based

on continuous regression against said at least one model.

25. The method of claim 19, further comprising displaying said medically-

relevant information to a user.

26. The method of claim 25, further comprising assimilating a response of

said user to said information into said at least one model.

27. The method of claim 19, wherein said module is arranged as a finite

dimension vector having a preset length.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein said vector represents a time-related

pattern of demographic data, prescriptions, diagnoses, hospitalizations, lab test results

and/or medical procedures.
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